Kevin Lewis one page profile

What people like and admire about me...

- I am reliable and honest
- I am passionate about making a difference
- I try to treat everyone I encounter with courtesy and kindness
- I am calm in a crisis
- I am a good communicator; people value my willingness to tell it like it is

What’s important to me...

- Justice: campaigning for the human rights of the most vulnerable; striving for fairness in everyday interactions
- A psychodynamic understanding of organisations and groups
- My family is more important to me than anything else, but work comes a close second
- I couldn’t live without music
- Regular exercise is essential for my wellbeing

How to support me well at work...

- I work best in teams that can take risks and think creatively
- No surprises; keep me informed
- Be honest about my strengths and weaknesses – and about yours
- I am an introvert; if I am quiet it doesn’t mean I am disengaged, I am just processing my thoughts
- Give me feedback – I want to know if I am making a difference